Blue Light
Increases Neo’s visibility
and safety during cleaning!

For greater visibility and safety
An operational requirement for logistics and
warehouse facilities with a variety of moving
equipment, the Blue Light helps nearby
pedestrians and vehicle drivers, such as forklift
drivers, know where Neo is heading, reducing
possible collisions.
The Blue Light is a trajectory-indicating light
positioned on the front of Neo. The two
LED lights project a blue spot on the floor
approximately 4 meters (13 feet) in front of the
robot, highlighting its route while in motion.
By shining a light in front of Neo, the Blue Light
increases its visibility and safety during cleaning,
highlighting its route while in motion.

D
 o you have an existing Neo 2 and want to add the Blue Light?
The Blue Light Retrofit Kit includes all materials needed to install the Blue Light on
your existing Neo. To learn more or order, please contact: orders@avidbots.com

Why Avidbots?
Buying an Avidbots Neo isn’t just buying a floor scrubber.
It’s investing in a technological future that can redefine
your cleaning function, making it more productive,
more cost effective and easier to run. More importantly,
our robotics and AI technology open up new opportunities
to make your business even more successful. We realize
this isn’t just about buying a product, or a technology,
or even a business proposition. You want to buy into
a trusted partner who can take you into the future of
automated operations using cutting edge robotics.
At Avidbots, we work side-by-side with our customers
to earn that trust and realize all the benefits that robotics
can bring them.

About us
Avidbots is a robotics company with a vision to
bring robotic solutions into everyday life to increase
organizational productivity and to do that better than any
other company in the world. Our groundbreaking product,
the Neo autonomous floor scrubbing robot, is deployed
around the world and trusted by leading facilities and
building service companies. Headquartered in Kitchener,
ON, Canada, Avidbots is offering comprehensive service
and support to customers on 5 continents.

Contact us now for a meeting
sales@avidbots.com
+1 855 928 4326
www.avidbots.com/contact
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